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BELMONT (8.7.8.7.)

1. The measure of the love was
2. Christ Jesus' love was reaveed, de-
3. When we're be-
4. The measure of the love was

pp

love we feel is known by the pain of loss, and those whose

measured by His agony on the cross, although nothing,

jected, sad, deflated by our own loss, and those whose

love we feel is known by the pain of loss, and those whose

poco a poco cres.

Either or both

mp

love is deepest of all must pay with the highest cost

ty's redemption by grace, was purchased at the highest cost

can dispel all our grief, He's with us to carry its cross

love is deepest of all must pay with the highest cost

If provided with the words, the congregation may be invited to participate in the last verse.
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This can easily be adapted to S.A.T.B. by following the rhythm of the soprano part.

Words by Hugh G. Wetmore
supplemented by Hazel Hudson

BELMONT (8.7.8.7.)

1. The measure of the love we feel is known by the
   pain of loss, and those whose love is

2. Christ Jesus' love was measured by His agony
   on the cross, Hu - ma - ni - ty's re -
   our own loss, though nothing can dis -
   pain of loss, and those whose love is

3. When we're bereaved, destitute, sad, de - flated by
   deep - est of all must pay with the high - est cost.
   dep - tion by grace, was pur - chased at high - est cost.
   pel all our grief, He's with us to car - ry its cross.

4. The measure of the love we feel is known by the
   deep - est of all must pay with the high - est cost.

If provided with the words, the congregation may be invited to participate in the last verse.
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